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Abstract. It was observed by Turi and Plotkin that structural opera-
tional semantics can be studied at the level of universal coalgebra, pro-
viding specification formats for well-behaved operations on many dif-
ferent types of systems. We extend this framework with non-structural
assignment rules which can express, for example, the syntactic format
for structural congruences proposed by Mousavi and Reniers. Our main
result is that the operational model of such an extended specification
is well-behaved, in the sense that bisimilarity is a congruence and that
bisimulation-up-to techniques are sound.

1 Introduction

Structural operational semantics (SOS) is a framework for defining the semantics
of programming languages and calculi in terms of transition system specifica-
tions [1]. By imposing syntactic restrictions, one can prove well-behavedness
properties of transition systems at the meta-level of their specification. For in-
stance, any specification in the GSOS format [4] has a unique operational model,
on which bisimilarity is a congruence.

Traditionally, research in SOS has focused on labelled transition systems as
the fundamental model of behaviour. Turi and Plotkin [26] introduced the bial-
gebraic approach to structural operational semantics, where in particular GSOS
can be studied at the level of universal coalgebra [21]. The theory of coalge-
bras provides a mathematical framework for the uniform study of many types of
state-based systems, including labelled transition systems but also, e.g., (non)-
deterministic automata, stream systems and various types of probabilistic and
weighted automata [22,11,3]. In the coalgebraic framework, there is a canonical
notion of bisimilarity, which instantiates to the classical definition of (strong)
bisimilarity in the case of labelled transition systems. It is shown in [26] that
GSOS specifications can be generalised by certain natural transformations, which
are called abstract GSOS specifications, and that these correspond to the cate-
gorical notion of distributive laws. This provides enough structure to prove at
this general level that bisimilarity is a congruence. By instantiating the theory
to concrete instances, one can then obtain congruence formats for systems such
as probabilistic automata, weighted transition systems, streams — see [12] for
an overview. Another advantage of abstract GSOS is that bisimulation up to
context is “compatible” [20,19], providing a sound enhancement of the bisimula-
tion proof method which can be combined with other compatible enhancements
such as bisimulation up to bisimilarity [23,18].
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In this paper we add non-structural rules such as in (1) to this framework.

!x | x a−→ t

!x
a−→ t

(1)

The rule in (1) properly defines the replica-
tion operator in CCS1: intuitively !x repre-
sents x | x | x | . . ., i.e., the infinite parallel
composition of x with itself. In fact, the above
rule can be seen as assigning the behaviour of the term !x | x to the simpler term
!x, therefore we call it an assignment rule. Being inherently non-structural, such
an assignment rule cannot directly be embedded in the bialgebraic framework
of Turi and Plotkin, where the behaviour of terms is computed inductively. In
this paper we show how to interpret assignment rules together with abstract
GSOS specifications. As it turns out, this requires the assumption that the func-
tor which represents the type of coalgebra is ordered as a complete lattice; for
example, in the case of labelled transition systems this order is simply inclusion
of sets of pairs (a, x) of a label a and a state x. The operational model on closed
terms then is the least model such that every transition either (1) can be derived
from a rule in the specification, or (2) there is a rule assigning to an operator
σ the behaviour of a term t in the model. To ensure the existence of such least
models, we restrict to monotone abstract GSOS specifications, a generalisation
of the positive GSOS format for transition systems [8]. Positive GSOS can be
seen as the greatest common divisor of GSOS and the tyft/tyxt format [2].

Our main result is that the interpretation of a monotone abstract GSOS
specification together with a set of assignment rules is itself the operational
model of another (typically larger) abstract GSOS specification. Like the inter-
pretation of a GSOS specification with assignment rules, we construct this latter
specification by fixpoint induction. As a direct consequence of this alternative
representation of the interpretation, we obtain that bisimilarity is a congruence
and that bisimulation up to context is sound and even compatible — properties
that do not follow from bisimilarity being a congruence [18]. As an example ap-
plication, we obtain the compatibility of bisimulation-up-to techniques for CCS
with replication, which so far had to be shown with an ad-hoc argument [18].

A further contribution of this paper consists in combining structural con-
gruences [16,17] with the bialgebraic framework using assignment rules. Struc-
tural congruences were introduced in the operational semantics of the π-calculus
in [16]. The basic idea is that SOS specifications are extended with equations on
terms, which are then linked by a special deduction rule. This rule essentially
states that if two processes are equated by the congruence generated by the set
of equations, then they can perform the same transitions. Prototypical examples
are the specification of the parallel operator by combining a single rule with
commutativity, and the specification of the replication operator by an equation,
both shown below:

x
a−→ x′

x | y a−→ x′ | y
x | y = y | x !x = !x | x (2)

1 The simpler rule x→x′

!x→!x|x′ is problematic in the presence of the sum operator [18,25].
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In [17] Mousavi and Reniers show that SOS rules with structural congruences
can be interpreted in different but equivalent ways. They exhibit very simple
examples of equations and SOS rules for which bisimilarity is not a congruence,
even when the SOS rules are in the tyft (or the GSOS) format. As a solution
to this problem they introduce a restricted format for equations, called cfsc, for
which bisimilarity is a congruence when combined with tyft specifications.

In the present paper we show how to interpret structural congruences at the
general level of coalgebras, in terms of an operational model on closed terms. We
prove that when the equations are in the cfsc format then they can be encoded by
assignment rules, in such a way that their respective interpretations coincide up
to bisimilarity. Consequently, not only is bisimilarity a congruence for monotone
abstract GSOS combined with cfsc equations, but also bisimulation up to context
and bisimilarity is compatible.

Outline. In Section 2 we recall some preliminaries on (co)algebras and abstract
GSOS. In Section 3 we introduce the notion of assignment rules and show how
to interpret these. We show in Section 4 that this interpretation can be obtained
as the operational model of another abstract GSOS specification. Section 5 con-
tains the integration of structural congruence with the bialgebraic framework.
In Section 6 we discuss related work, and finally in Section 7 we conclude with
some directions for future work.

To fully understand the technical development in this paper, familiarity with
basic notions in category theory, bialgebraic semantics and order theory is useful.
However, many of the main results and definitions are illustrated with concrete
examples, in particular on the familiar case of transition systems. We have omit-
ted most of the proofs, which can be found in the appendix.

Acknowledgements. We would like to thank Daniel Gebler, Bartek Klin and Jan
Rutten for helpful suggestions and discussions. Our research has been funded
by the Netherlands Organisation for Scientific Research (NWO), CoRE project,
dossier number: 612.063.920.

2 Coalgebras, signatures and bialgebraic semantics

By Set we denote the category of sets and total functions. We write Id for the
identity functor on Set.

Coalgebras. For an extensive treatment with many examples see [21]. A coal-
gebra for a functor F : Set → Set consists of a set of states C, and a map
α : C → FC. Let (C,α) and (D,β) be two coalgebras. A function C → D is
an (F -coalgebra) homomorphism if Ff ◦ α = β ◦ f . A relation R ⊆ C ×D is an
(F -)bisimulation if R can be equipped with a transition structure γ : R → FR
such that the two projection functions π1 : R → C and π2 : R → D are ho-
momorphisms. The largest bisimulation between two systems α and β is called
bisimilarity and is denoted by ∼αβ or simply ∼. Two states x and y are said to
be bisimilar if x ∼ y. Two F -coalgebras α, β : X → FX (on a common carrier
X) are equal up to bisimilarity if x ∼αβ x for each x ∈ X.
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Example 2.1. Labelled transition systems (lts’s) over a set of labels A are coal-
gebras for the functor FX = P(A×X). For an lts α : X → P(A×X) we write

x
a→ x′ iff (a, x′) ∈ α(x). So intuitively, for a state x ∈ X, α(x) contains all

the outgoing labelled transitions from x. Coalgebraic bisimulation instantiates
to the classical definition by Milner and Park: a relation R ⊆ X ×X is called a
bisimulation provided that for all (x, y) ∈ R, if x

a→ x′ then there exists a state

y′ such that y
a→ y′ and (x′, y′) ∈ R, and vice versa.

Coalgebras for the functor FX = R×X, where R is the set of real numbers,
are called stream systems (over the reals). In a stream system, for every state
we can observe an output in R.

Signatures. A signature Σ is a (possibly infinite) collection of operator names σ ∈
Σ with (finite) arities |σ| ∈ N. Equivalently, it is a polynomial functor as in (3).

ΣX =
∐
σ∈Σ

X |σ| (3)
In the sequel we write σ(x1, . . . , xn)
instead of (σ, (x1, . . . , xn)) for el-
ements of ΣX. The functor ΣX
acts on a map f : X → Y as follows: (Σf)(σ(x1, . . . , xn)) = σ(f(x1), . . . , f(xn)).
Above and in the sequel we abuse notation and use Σ to represent signatures as
well as their associated functors.

A Σ-algebra consists of a set A and a function α : ΣA → A. This coincides
with the standard notion of an algebra for the signature Σ. For a set of variables
X and a signature Σ we denote by TX the set of terms, as defined by the
grammar t ::= σ(t1, . . . , tn) | x where σ ranges over Σ and x ranges over X.
The special case T∅ is the set of closed terms. In fact, every set TX can be
turned into the (free) Σ-algebra ιX : ΣTX → TX by defining ι(σ(x1, . . . , xn)) =
σ(x1, . . . , xn). We use the notation σ(x1, . . . , xn) to denote both the element of
TX and the element of ΣTX. Note that ι∅ is an isomorphism.

We note that T is the free monad for the signature Σ, without going into
details. Of importance to our purposes is that it comes equipped with natural
transformations η : Id ⇒ T and µ : TT ⇒ T ; for a set (of variables) X, ηX
is the injection of variables into terms, and µX turns a term over terms into a
single term in the expected manner. In the sequel, whenever the type can be
deduced from the context, we omit subscripts from natural transformations to
avoid notational clutter.

Bialgebraic operational semantics. See [12] for an overview of this topic. Here,
and in the remainder of this paper, we assume some fixed signature Σ with
associated term monad T , and a Set endofunctor F representing behaviour. An
(abstract GSOS) specification is a natural transformation of the form

ρ : Σ(F × Id)⇒ FT .

As first observed by Turi and Plotkin [26], if F is the functor P(A×Id) of labelled
transition systems then specifications of the above type correspond precisely
to specifications in the well-known GSOS format introduced in [4]. Given a
signature Σ, a GSOS rule for an operator σ ∈ Σ of arity n is of the form (4),
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{xij
aj→ yj}j=1..m {xik

bk
6→}k=1..l

σ(x1, . . . , xn)
c→ t

(4)

where m is the number of pos-
itive premises, l is the num-
ber of negative premises, and
a1, . . . , am, b1, . . . , bl, c ∈ A are la-
bels. The variables x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , ym are pairwise distinct, and t is a term
over these variables.

If we instantiate F to the functor R × Id of stream systems over the reals,
specifications correspond to behavioural differential equations [22], with a syn-
tactic format presented in [13]. By instantiating abstract GSOS specifications
to other functors one can obtain formats for many types of systems, including,
e.g., syntactic formats for probabilistic and weighted transition systems [3,11].

Each specification ρ : Σ(F × Id) ⇒ FT induces a unique operational model
f : T∅ → FT∅, also called ρ-model, with the following property:

f ◦ ι = Fµ ◦ ρ ◦Σ〈f, id〉 . (5)

This states that to compute the behaviour of a term σ(t1, . . . , tn), we may com-
pute the behaviour of its subterms t1, . . . , tn and then apply a rule from ρ.
For labelled transition systems, f is precisely the unique supported model corre-
sponding to a GSOS specification ρ: every transition in f is derived from rules
in the specification ρ and each derivable transition indeed occurs in f (see [1,4]).

An important property of GSOS is that bisimilarity is a congruence on the
operational model corresponding to a specification [4]. Turi and Plotkin [26]
proved at the general level of abstract GSOS specifications that coalgebraic
bisimilarity on the operational model is a congruence, extending the result of [4]
to calculi for many other types of systems. Furthermore, these specifications
guarantee the (strictly stronger property of) compatibility of bisimulation-up-to
context on the operational model [19]. The latter is an enhanced proof technique
for bisimulation in which one can use the syntactic structure of the terms to
relate their successors.

3 Adding assignment rules

In this section we consider the interpretation of abstract GSOS specifications
(without negative premises) together with operational rules of the form (6)

t→ t′

σ(x1, . . . , xn)→ t′
(6)

where t is a term over the variables in
x1, . . . , xn. These are a kind of rewriting
rules: the behaviour of t induces behaviour
of σ(x1, . . . , xn). An example is the repli-
cation operator given in equation (1) of
the introduction. Notice that the above rules, which we will call assignment
rules, do not fit directly into the bialgebraic framework, since they are inher-
ently non-structural. That is, they ruin the property of GSOS specifications
that the behaviour of terms in the operational model can be computed from the
behaviour of their subterms.
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In the case of labelled transition systems, given a GSOS specification and
a set of rules of the above form, the desired interpretation is informally as fol-
lows: every transition from a term σ(t1, . . . , tn) should either be derived from
the transitions of t1, . . . , tn and a rule in the specification, or be derived from an
assignment rule which has σ in the source of the conclusion. This suggests a nat-
ural extension of the fixpoint equation of the supported model (equation (5)) to
incorporate the assignment rules. However, because of assignment rules there is
not necessarily a unique supported model anymore, since now there may be infi-
nite inferences. In order to rule these out, one is interested in the least transition
system on closed terms which satisfies the equation (5). This need not exist in
general because of negative premises, so we will formalise the notion of positive
GSOS at the level of abstract specifications, and restrict to such specifications
in the remainder of this paper.

In general, to interpret specifications which involve assignment rules at the
general level of a functor F we will need a notion of order on F . In the case
of labelled transition systems this order is clear and often left implicit: in that
case F = P(A× Id), and the order is simply set inclusion. To allow the desired
generalisation, we will assume that our behaviour functor F is ordered, that is, it
can be extended to a functor from Set to CJSL, which is the category of complete
(join semi-)lattices and join-preserving functions. More formally, we assume a
functor F̂ : Set → CJSL such that U ◦ F̂ = F , where U : CJSL → Set is the
forgetful functor that takes a complete lattice to its underlying set. Thus for
every set X we have arbitrary joins in FX; in the sequel we denote the join
of a set S ⊆ FX by

∨
S, and we write ⊥ for

∨
∅ and x ≤ y if x ∨ y = y, for

x, y ∈ FX.

Example 3.1. As mentioned above, the functor P(A× Id) of labelled transition
systems has a natural complete lattice structure.

Any functor F : Set → Set can be extended to an ordered functor F ′ by
taking F ′X = FX + 2 where 2 = {⊥,>}: we then define, for x, y ∈ FX, x ≤ y
iff x = y and use ⊥ and > as the least and greatest element respectively.

The functor for (possibly infinitely branching) weighted transition systems [11]
over a complete lattice, is ordered. For example, one can take as weights the reals,
extended with a top element R ∪ {∞}.

For any function f : X → Y we have Ff = U ◦ F̂ (f) and thus Ff is a
join-preserving map: f [

∨
S] =

∨
f [S]. Consequently, Ff is also monotone, i.e.,

x ≤ y implies f(x) ≤ f(y). Given arbitrary sets X and Y , the complete lattice
on FY lifts pointwise to a complete lattice on functions of type X → FY ,
i.e., for a collection {fi}i∈I of functions of the form fi : X → FY we define
(
∨
{fi}i∈I)(x) =

∨
i∈I(fi(x)) . This induces in particular a complete lattice on

the set of all coalgebras on closed terms, which we will denote by

M = {f | f : T∅ → FT∅} .

The order on F lifts to an order on F × Id by taking (b1, x1) ≤ (b2, x2) iff
b1 ≤ b2 and x1 = x2 for (b1, x1), (b2, x2) ∈ FX × X. Moreover, the order lifts
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componentwise to ΣFX (and also to Σ(FX ×X)) for any set X, by defining,
for any σ ∈ Σ of arity n, σ(x1, . . . , xn) ≤ σ(y1, . . . , yn) iff xi ≤ yi for all i ≤ n.

Definition 3.2. Using the above lifting of the order to Σ(F× Id), a specification
ρ is said to be monotone if all of its components are.

Example 3.3. As stated in [8], for the functor F = P(A× Id) of labelled transi-
tion systems, monotone specifications correspond to specifications in the positive
GSOS format, where as expected no negative premises may occur. Any abstract
GSOS specification for a functor F induces a monotone GSOS specification for
the discretely ordered functor F + 2 (see Example 3.1).

Assignment rules (6) can be formalised categorically in terms of natural trans-
formations. These are independent of the behaviour functor F .

Definition 3.4. An assignment rule is a natural transformation d : Σ ⇒ T .

Assumption 3.5. In the remainder of this paper we assume all our abstract
GSOS specifications to be monotone. In particular we fix a monotone GSOS
specification ρ and a set ∆ of assignment rules.

Now we have all the necessary tools to define a model on closed terms of an
abstract GSOS specification together with a set of assignment rules.

Definition 3.6. Let ψ : M→M be the (unique) function such that

ψ(f) ◦ ι = Fµ ◦ ρ ◦Σ〈f, id〉 ∨
∨
d∈∆

f ◦ µ ◦ d .

A (ρ,∆)-model is a coalgebra f ∈M such that ψ(f) = f .

Notice that ι : ΣT∅ → T∅ is an isomorphism, so ψ is uniquely defined. As
argued above, in general there may be more than one model for a fixed ρ and ∆.
We will be interested in the least supported model as the correct interpretation.
In order to show that this exists we need the following:

Lemma 3.7. ψ : M→M is monotone.

Consequently, by the Knaster-Tarski theorem, ψ has a least fixpoint (e.g., [24]).

Definition 3.8. The interpretation of ρ and ∆ is the least (ρ,∆)-model.

Example 3.9. For a GSOS specification on transition systems together with as-
signment rules, the interpretation is the least system where σ(t1, . . . , tn)

a−→ t′ iff
(1) it can be derived from a rule in the specification, or (2) there is a assignment

rule with σ in the conclusion and t in source of the premise, and t
a−→ t′. This is a

recursive definition; being the least such transition system has the consequence
that every derivation of a transition t

a−→ t′ is finite. For example, the specifica-
tion of CCS, which is in (positive) GSOS, together with the assignment rule for
defining the replication !x, gives precisely the expected behaviour: we can derive
!x

a−→ t if !x | x a−→ t, which we can derive if (!x | x) | x a−→ t or if x
a−→ t, etc.
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4 Abstract GSOS specifications for assignment rules

In the previous section we have seen how to interpret an abstract GSOS specifi-
cation ρ together with a set of assignment rules ∆ as a coalgebra on closed terms.
In this section we will show that we can alternatively construct this coalgebra as
the operational model of another specification (without assignment rules), which
is constructed as a least fixpoint of a function on the complete lattice of specifi-
cations. The consequence of this alternative representation is well-behavedness
properties, in particular bisimilarity being a congruence and the compatibility
of bisimulation up to context, on the interpretation of ρ and ∆.

Let S be the set of all monotone abstract GSOS specifications. We turn S
into a complete lattice by defining the order componentwise, i.e., for any L ⊆ S
and any set X: (

∨
L)X =

∨
ρ∈L ρX . The join is well-defined:

Lemma 4.1. For any L ⊆ S: the family of functions (
∨
L) as defined above is

a monotone specification.

This provides a way of pointwise combining specifications.

Consider, for some assignment rule d ∈ ∆ and specification τ , the following
natural transformation:

Σ(F × Id)
d // T (F × Id)

τ∗ // FT × T π1 // FT (7)

Here, and in the sequel, we use τ∗ to denote the inductive extension of τ to
terms (see [3], and (9) in Appendix C). Informally, the above natural transfor-
mation acts as follows. For an operator σ of arity n, given behaviour k1, . . . , kn ∈
FX ×X of its arguments, it first applies the assignment rule d to obtain a term
t(k1, . . . , kn). Subsequently τ∗ is used to compute the behaviour of t given the
behaviour k1, . . . , kn. In short, the above transformation computes the behaviour
of an operator by using rules from τ and a single application of the rule d.

Example 4.2. Suppose ρ is the specification of CCS, without any rules for the
replication operator !x. Moreover suppose d : Σ → T is the natural transforma-
tion which sends !x to !x | x for any x, and is the identity on all other operators
in Σ. Then the natural transformation in (7) is a specification which has for the

replication operator the rule (for any label a) x
a−→x′

!x
a−→!x|x′

and is unchanged on all

other operators. This rule is deduced from the behaviour of the parallel operator;
since !x can not make any transitions by the rules in ρ, a process !t | t can make
precisely the transitions that t can.

To obtain the correct specification of the replication operator we will need to
apply such a construction recursively, which we will do below. First we define
a function ϕ on S which uses the above construction to build, from an argu-
ment specification τ , the specification containing (1) all rules from our fixed
specification ρ, and (2) all rules which can be formed as in (7).
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Definition 4.3. Given our fixed ρ and ∆, the map ϕ : S→ S is defined as

ϕ(τ) = ρ ∨
∨
d∈∆

(π1 ◦ τ∗ ◦ d) .

For well-definedness, we need to check that ϕ preserves monotonicity.

Lemma 4.4. If τ is a monotone specification, then ϕ(τ) is monotone as well.

Lemma 4.5. ϕ : S→ S is monotone.

As a consequence, ϕ has a least fixpoint, which we denote by lfpϕ. Moreover,
since ϕ preserves monotonicity (Lemma 4.4) we obtain monotonicity of lfpϕ by
transfinite induction (the base case and limit steps are rather easy). This proof
technique, which we also use several times below, is justified by the fact that the
least fixpoint of a monotone function in a complete lattice can be constructed
as the supremum of an ascending chain obtained by iterating the function over
the ordinals (see, e.g., [24]).

Corollary 4.6. lfpϕ is monotone.

Informally, lfpϕ is the specification consisting of rules from ρ and ∆. By

M : S→M

we denote the function which assigns to a specification its unique operational
model (5) (Section 2). We proceed to prove that the operational model of the
least fixpoint of ϕ is precisely the interpretation of ρ and ∆, i.e., that M(lfpϕ) =
lfpψ. First, we show that M(lfpϕ) is a fixpoint of ψ.

Lemma 4.7. M(lfpϕ) is a (ρ,∆)-model.

We proceed to show that M(lfpϕ) ≤ lfpψ. The main step is that any fixpoint
of ψ is “closed under ρ”, i.e., that in such a model, each transition which we
can derive by the specification is already there. This result is the contents of
Corollary 4.10 below; it follows by transfinite induction from Lemma 4.8 and 4.9.

Lemma 4.8. Let τ be a specification, and f ∈ M a fixpoint of ψ. If Fµ ◦ τ ◦
Σ〈f, id〉 ≤ f ◦ ι then Fµ ◦ ϕ(τ) ◦Σ〈f, id〉 ≤ f ◦ ι.

Lemma 4.9. Let f ∈M be a fixpoint of ψ, and suppose we have a family {τi}i∈I
of specifications, for some index set I. If Fµ ◦ τi ◦Σ〈f, id〉 ≤ f ◦ ι for all i ∈ I,
then Fµ ◦ (

∨
i∈I τi) ◦Σ〈f, id〉 ≤ f ◦ ι .

Corollary 4.10. Let f ∈M be a fixpoint of ψ. Then Fµ◦ lfpϕ◦Σ〈f, id〉 ≤ f ◦ ι .

This allows to prove our main result.

Theorem 4.11. M(lfpϕ) = lfpψ, i.e., the interpretation of ρ and ∆ coincides
with the operational model of the specification lfpϕ.
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Proof. By Lemma 4.7, M(lfpϕ) is a fixpoint of ψ. To show it is the least one, let
f be any fixpoint of ψ; we proceed to prove M(lfpϕ) ≤ f by structural induction
on closed terms. Suppose σ ∈ Σ is an operator of arity n, and suppose we have
t1, . . . , tn ∈ T∅ such that M(lfpϕ)(ti) ≤ f(ti) for all i with 1 ≤ i ≤ n (note that
this trivially holds in the base case, when n = 0). Then M(lfpϕ)(σ(t1, . . . , tn)) =
Fµ ◦ lfpϕ ◦Σ〈M(lfpϕ), id〉(σ(t1, . . . , tn)) ≤ Fµ ◦ lfpϕ ◦Σ〈f, id〉(σ(t1, . . . , tn)) ≤
f(σ(t1, . . . , tn)) where the first inequality holds by assumption and monotonicity
of Fµ and lfpϕ (Corollary 4.6) and the second by Corollary 4.10. ut

As a consequence, the interpretation of ρ and ∆ is well-behaved:

Corollary 4.12. Bisimilarity is a congruence on the interpretation of ρ and ∆,
and bisimulation up to context is compatible.

Example 4.13. The operators of CCS can be given by a positive GSOS spec-
ification, and equation (1) of the introduction contains a rule for the replica-
tion operator. Thus, by the above Corollary, bisimilarity is a congruence on the
operational model of CCS with replication, and bisimulation up to context is
compatible; this is used in [24] but it had to be shown by an ad-hoc argument.

5 Structural congruences (as assignment rules)

The assignment rules considered in the theory of the previous sections copy
behaviour from a term to an operator, but this assignment goes one way only. In
this section we consider the combination of abstract GSOS specifications with
actual equations, which are elements of TV × TV (where V is an arbitrary set
of variables). Any set of equations E ⊆ TV × TV induces a congruence ≡E :

Definition 5.1. Let E ⊆ TV ×TV be a set of equations. The congruence closure
≡E of E is the least relation ≡ ⊆ T∅ × T∅ satisfying the following rules:

t E u s : V → T∅
s](t) ≡ s](u) t ≡ t

u ≡ t
t ≡ u

t ≡ u u ≡ v
t ≡ v

t1 ≡ u1 . . . tn ≡ un
σ(t1, . . . , tn) ≡ σ(u1, . . . , un)

for each σ ∈ Σ,n = |σ|

where s] is the extension of s to terms (defined by substitution).

In the context of structural operational semantics, equations are often inter-
preted by the structural congruence rule (8). Informally, this rule states that

t ≡E u u
a−→ u′ u′ ≡E v

t
a−→ v

(8)

we can deduce transitions modulo the
congruence generated by the equa-
tions. In fact, removing the part
u′ ≡E v from the premise (and writ-
ing u′ instead of v in the conclusion)
does not affect the behaviour, modulo bisimilarity [17]. See [17] for details on
the interpretation of structural congruences in the context of transition systems.
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We denote by (T∅)/≡E the set of equivalence classes, and by q : T∅ →
(T∅)/≡E the quotient map of ≡E . Thus q(t) = q(u) iff t ≡E u. Assuming the
axiom of choice, we further have t ≡E u iff there is a right inverse r : (T∅)/≡E→
T∅ of q such that q ◦ r(t) = u. This is exploited in the operational interpretation
of a specification together with a set of equations.

Definition 5.2. Let θ : M→M be the (unique) function such that

θ(f) ◦ ι = Fµ ◦ ρ ◦Σ〈f, id〉 ∨
∨
r∈R

f ◦ r ◦ q ◦ ι .

where R is the set of right inverses of q. A (ρ,E)-model is a coalgebra f ∈ M
such that θ(f) = f .

Lemma 5.3. θ is monotone.

Definition 5.4. The interpretation of ρ and E is the least (ρ,E)-model.

Example 5.5. Consider the specification of the parallel operator x | y as given
in (2) in the introduction, i.e., by a single rule and commutativity. In the in-

terpretation, if t
a−→ t′ then t | u a−→ t′ | u simply by the SOS rule. But also

u | t a−→ t′ | u, since t | u ≡E u | t. As for the definition of the replication
operator by the equation !x = !x | x, for a term t the interpretation contains the
least set of transitions from !t which satisfy the equation, as desired.

On stream systems, abstract GSOS specifications correspond to behavioural
differential equations, which are guarded, that is, for each operator (or constant)
one defines its initial value concretely. For example, one can define zip(x, y) =
o(x) : (y, x′), where o(x) denotes the initial value of x and x′ its derivative (its
tail); and, e.g., zeros = 0 : zeros and ones = 1 : ones define the streams consisting
only of zeros and ones, respectively. Taking the discrete order on the functor
(Example 3.1) we can now add equations to such specifications. For instance, the
paperfolding sequence can be defined by the equations2 h = zip(ones, zeros) and
pf = zip(h, pf). In the interpretation, pf then defines the paper folding sequence.

Unfortunately, bisimilarity is not a congruence when equations are added [17].
For convenience we recall the counterexample on transition systems.

Example 5.6 ([17]). Consider rules p
a−→ p and q

a−→ p and the single equation
p = σ(q), where p, q are constants, σ is a unary operator and a is an arbitrary
label. In the interpretation, p is bisimilar to q, but σ(p) is not bisimilar to σ(q).

The solution of [17] is to introduce a restricted format of equations, called
cfsc. It is then shown that for any tyft specification combined with cfsc equations,
bisimilarity is a congruence.

Definition 5.7. A set of equations E ⊆ TV ×TV is in cfsc format with respect
to ρ if every equation is of one of the following forms:

2 This example was taken from a presentation by Jörg Endrullis.
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1. A σx-equation: σ(x1, . . . , xn) = σ′(y1, . . . , yn), where σ, σ′ ∈ Σ are of arity
n (possibly σ = σ′), x1, . . . , xn are distinct variables and y1, . . . , yn is a
permutation of x1, . . . , xn.

2. A defining equation: σ(x1, . . . , xn) = t where σ ∈ Σ and t is an arbitrary
term (which may involve σ again); x1, . . . , xn are distinct variables, and all
variables that occur in t are in x1, . . . , xn. Moreover σ must not appear in
any other equation in E, and ρX(σ(u1, . . . , un)) = ⊥ for any set X and any
u1, . . . , un ∈ FX ×X.

A σx-equation allows to assign simple algebraic properties to operators which
already have behaviour; the prototypical example here is commutativity, like in
the specification of the parallel operator in (2). With a defining equation, one can
define the behaviour of an operator. Examples are !x = !x | x and pf = zip(h, pf)
(pf and h are constants). Associativity of | is neither a σx nor a defining equation;
see [17] for a discussion why the cfsc format cannot be trivially extended. The
cfsc format depends on an abstract GSOS specification: operators at the left hand
side of a defining equation should not get any behaviour in the specification.

In [17], σx-equations are a bit more liberal in that they do not require the
arities of σ and σ′ to coincide, and do allow variables which only occur on one
side of the equation. But in the interpretation these variables are quantified
universally over closed terms; thus, we can encode this using infinitely many
equations. We work with the simpler format above for technical convenience.

We proceed to show that the interpretation of an abstract GSOS specification
ρ and a set of equations E in cfsc equals the operational model of a certain other
specification, up to bisimilarity. This is done by encoding equations in this format
as assignment rules, and using the theory of the previous section to obtain the
desired result.

First, notice that for any σx-equation σ(x1, . . . , xn) = σ′(y1, . . . , yn), the
variables on one side are a permutation of the variables on the other, and thus
it can equivalently be represented as a triple (σ, σ′, p) where p : Idn → Idn is the
natural transformation corresponding to the permutation given by the equation.
Below, we use t[x1, . . . , xn := t1, . . . , tn] to denote the simultaneous substitution
of variables x1, . . . , xn by terms t1, . . . , tn in a term t.

Definition 5.8. A set of equations E in cfsc defines a set of assignment rules
∆E as follows:

1. For every σx-equation (σ1, σ2, p) we define d and d′ on a component X as

dX(σ(u1, . . . , un)) =

{
σ(pX(u1, . . . , un)) if σ = σ1

σ(u1, . . . , un) otherwise

for all u1, . . . , un ∈ X, and d′ is similarly defined using the inverse permu-
tation p−1.

2. For every defining equation σ(x1, . . . , xn) = t we define a corresponding as-

signment rule dX(σ′(u1, . . . , un)) =

{
t[x1, . . . , xn := u1, . . . , un] if σ′ = σ

σ′(u1, . . . , un) otherwise

for any set X and all u1, . . . , un ∈ X.
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If σ(x1, . . . , xn) = t is a defining equation of a set of equations in the cfsc for-
mat, then the behaviour of σ(x1, . . . , xn) will be “at most” that of t.

Lemma 5.9. Let E be a set of equations in cfsc format w.r.t. ρ, and let ψ
be the function of Definition 3.6 for ρ and ∆E. Then for any defining equa-
tion σ(x1, . . . , xn) = t and any terms t1, . . . , tn ∈ T∅: (lfpψ)(σ(t1, . . . , tn)) ≤
(lfpψ)(t[x1, . . . , xn := t1, . . . , tn]).

The following lemma is the main step towards the correctness of the encoding.

Lemma 5.10. Let E and ψ be as above. If t ≡E u then Fq ◦ (lfpψ)(t) = Fq ◦
(lfpψ)(u), where q is the quotient map of ≡E.

This allows to prove that lfpψ and lfp θ coincide “up to the equations in ≡E”.

Lemma 5.11. Let ψ and q be as above. Then Fq ◦ (lfp θ) = Fq ◦ (lfpψ).

This implies that lfp θ and lfpψ behaviourally equivalent up to the congruence
≡E . It is well-known that behavioural equivalence coincides with bisimilarity
whenever the functor F preserves weak pullbacks [21], a mild condition satisfied
by most functors used in practice, including, e.g., transition systems and stream
systems. Under this assumption we can prove that lfp θ is equal to lfpψ up to
bisimilarity, and by Theorem 4.11 we then obtain our main result of this section.

Theorem 5.12. Suppose E is a set of equations which is in cfsc format w.r.t.
ρ, and suppose the behaviour functor F preserves weak pullbacks. Then the in-
terpretation of ρ and E equals the operational model of some abstract GSOS
specification, up to bisimilarity. Consequently, bisimilarity is a congruence, and
bisimulation up to context and bisimilarity is compatible.

6 Related work

The main work on structural congruences [17] focuses on labelled transition
systems, whereas our results apply to the more general notion of coalgebras. As
for transition systems, the basic rule format in [17] is tyft/tyxt3, which is strictly
more general than positive GSOS since it allows lookahead. However, while [17]
proves congruence of bisimilarity this does not imply the compatibility (or even
soundness) of bisimulation up to context [18], which we obtain in the present
work (and is in fact problematic in the presence of lookahead).

In the bialgebraic setting, Klin [10] showed that by moving to CPPO-enriched
categories, one can interpret recursive constructs which have a similar form as
our assignment rules. Technically our approach, based on ordered functors, is
different; it allows us to stay in the familiar category of sets and apply the coal-
gebraic bisimulation-up-to techniques which are based in this category. Further,
in [10] each operator is either specified by an equation or by operational rules,

3 In [17] it is sketched how to extend the results to the ntyft/ntyxt, which involves
however a complicated integration of the cfsc format with the notion of stable model.
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disallowing a specification such as that of the parallel operator in (2). The re-
cent [15] applies the theory of [10] to add silent transitions to their concept of
open GSOS laws. This is then used to show that equations are preserved by
conservative extensions.

Ordered functors in the context of coalgebras were introduced in [9] to study
the notion of simulation, and used in [8] to state that positive GSOS specifica-
tions are generalised by monotone abstract GSOS specifications.

In [14] various constructions on distributive laws are presented. Their Ex-
ample 32 discusses the definition of the parallel operator as in (2) above, but
a general theory for structural congruence is missing. In [5] it is shown how to
obtain a distributive law for a monad that is the quotient of another one by
imposing extra equations, under the condition that the distributive law respects
the equations. However, this condition requires that the equations already hold
semantically, which is fundamentally different from the present paper where we
define behaviour by imposing equations on an operational specification. Simi-
larly in [6,7] it is shown how to lift calculi with structural axioms to coalgebraic
models, but under the assumption, again, that the equations already hold.

7 Conclusions

We extended Turi and Plotkin’s bialgebraic approach to operational seman-
tics with non-structural assignment rules and structural congruence, providing
a general coalgebraic framework for monotone abstract GSOS with equations.
Our main result is that the interpretation of a specification involving assign-
ment rules is well-behaved, in the sense that bisimilarity is a congruence and
bisimulation-up-to techniques are sound. This result carries over to specifica-
tions with structural congruence in the cfsc format proposed in [17].

There are several promising directions for future work. First, one could
extend our techniques to allow lookahead in premises by using cofree comon-
ads (e.g., [12]). While in general the combined use of cofree comonads and free
monads in specifications is known to be problematic, we expect that these prob-
lems do not arise when considering positive (monotone) specifications. In fact,
this could form the basis for a bialgebraic account of the tyft format. Unfortu-
nately, the compatibility results of bisimulation-up-to do not hold in a setting
with lookahead. Second, in the current work we only consider free monads. One
can possibly incorporate equations which already hold, by using the theory of [5].
Finally, it is worthwhile to consider categorical generalisations to allow, e.g., to
study structural congruences for calculi with names. It could also lead to con-
gruence formats for notions of equivalence other than bisimilarity.
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A Proof of Lemma 3.7

Proof. Suppose f ≤ g for some f, g ∈ M. Then by monotonicity of ρ we have
ρ ◦ Σ〈f, id〉 ≤ ρ ◦ Σ〈g, id〉, and since Fµ is monotone then Fµ ◦ ρ ◦ Σ〈f, id〉 ≤
Fµ ◦ ρ ◦ Σ〈g, id〉. It follows that ψ(f) ◦ ι ≤ ψ(g) ◦ ι and thus also ψ(f) ≤ ψ(g)
because ι is an isomorphism. ut

B Proof of Lemma 4.1

Proof. Let f : X → Y be a function. For any k ∈ Σ(FX ×X):

FTf ◦ (
∨
L)X(k) = FTf ◦ (

∨
ρ∈L(ρX(k))) definition of

∨
L

=
∨
ρ∈L(FTf ◦ ρX(k)) FTf is join-preserving

=
∨
ρ∈L(ρY ◦Σ(Ff × f)(k)) naturality ofρ

= (
∨
L)Y (Σ(Ff × f)(k)) definition of

∨
L

which proves naturality. Monotonicity is straightforward as well. ut

C Proof of Lemma 4.4

To prove this lemma we first recall more precisely the definition of τ∗ from a
specification τ : Σ(F × Id)⇒ FT . This is well explained in [3], and we recall the
basics here for convenience. On a component X, it is defined as the unique map
τ∗X making the following diagram commute:

ΣT (FX ×X)
Στ∗X //

ιFX×X

��

Σ(FTX × TX)

〈ρX ,ΣidTX〉
��

FTTX ×ΣTX

FµX×ιX
��

T (FX ×X)
τ∗X // FTX × TX

FX ×X

ηFX×ηX

OO

FηX×ηX

66

(9)

The uniqueness and existence of such a map is justified by the fact that ιFX×X
is a free algebra. Then τ∗ is natural; in fact, it is a distributive law [3]. Moreover,
for the unique τ -model f : T∅ → FT∅ we have the following property:

f ◦ µ = π1 ◦ (Fµ× µ) ◦ τ∗ ◦Σ〈f, id〉 . (10)

Proof (of Lemma 4.4). Let τ be monotone. The main step is to show that τ∗ ◦ d
is monotone. In order to do so, we let X and Y be any sets, f, g : X → FY × Y
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be functions such that f ≤ g. We proceed by proving τ∗Y ◦Tf(t) ≤ τ∗Y ◦Tg(t) for
any t ∈ TX using induction on the structure of the term t. For the base case,
i.e., t ∈ X, we have

τ∗Y ◦ Tf(t) = (FηY × ηY ) ◦ f(t) ≤ (FηY × ηY ) ◦ g(t) = τ∗Y ◦ Tg(t)

as desired (note that we use monotonicity of Fη).

Now suppose σ ∈ Σ is of arity n, and we have terms t1, . . . , tn ∈ TX such
that τ∗Y ◦ Tf(ti) ≤ τ∗Y ◦ Tg(ti) for all i with 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Then

τ∗Y ◦ Tf(σ(t1, . . . , tn))

= τ∗Y (σ(Tf(t1), . . . , T f(tn)))

= (Fµ× ι) ◦ 〈τY , Σπ2〉(σ(τ∗Y ◦ Tf(t1), . . . , τ∗Y ◦ Tf(tn))))

≤ (Fµ× ι) ◦ 〈τY , Σπ2〉(σ(τ∗Y ◦ Tg(t1), . . . , τ∗Y ◦ Tg(tn))))

= τ∗Y (σ(Tg(t1), . . . , T g(tn)))

= τ∗Y ◦ Tg(σ(t1, . . . , tn))

where the inequality follows by the induction hypothesis, monotonicity of Fµ
and τ , and the fact that π2 ◦ τ∗ = Tπ2 (which holds since τ∗ is a distributive
law for the copointed endofunctor 〈F × Id, π2〉, see [3]).

We thus have that τ∗Y ◦ Tf ≤ τ∗Y ◦ Tg. Then in particular it holds that
τ∗Y ◦Tf ◦ d ≤ τ∗Y ◦Tg ◦ d, which by naturality of d is equivalent to τ∗Y ◦ d ◦Σf ≤
τ∗Y ◦ d ◦Σg, from which monotonicity follows easily. ut

D Proof of Lemma 4.5

The main step is to show that (−)∗ is monotone. Lemma 4.5 then follows easily.

Lemma D.1. Let τ1, τ2 be specifications. If τ1 ≤ τ2 then π1◦(τ∗1 )X ≤ π1◦(τ∗2 )X
for any set X.

Proof. We have

(τ∗1 )X ◦ ηFX×X = FηX × ηX = (τ∗2 )X ◦ ηFX×X

by definition of (−)∗ (9). Moreover

(Fµ× ι) ◦ 〈(τ1)TX , Σπ2〉 ≤ (Fµ× ι) ◦ 〈(τ2)TX , Σπ2〉

by monotonicity of Fµ and assumption. Now using the definition of (τ∗1 )X , it
easily follows by induction on terms in T (FX × X) that (τ∗1 )X ≤ (τ∗2 )X , and
thus π1 ◦ (τ∗1 )X ≤ π1 ◦ (τ∗2 )X . ut
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E Proof of Lemma 4.7

Proof. Let f = M(lfpϕ). We must show that ψ(f) = f .

f ◦ ι
= Fµ ◦ (lfpϕ) ◦Σ〈f, id〉 definition of M
= Fµ ◦ (ρ ∨

∨
d∈∆ π1 ◦ (lfpϕ)∗ ◦ d) ◦Σ〈f, id〉 fixpoint of ϕ

= Fµ ◦ (ρ ◦Σ〈f, id〉 ∨
∨
d∈∆ π1 ◦ (lfpϕ)∗ ◦ d ◦Σ〈f, id〉) definition ofjoin

= Fµ ◦ ρ ◦Σ〈f, id〉 ∨
∨
d∈∆ Fµ ◦ π1 ◦ (lfpϕ)∗ ◦ d ◦Σ〈f, id〉 Fµ preserves joins

= Fµ ◦ ρ ◦Σ〈f, id〉 ∨
∨
d∈∆ π1 ◦ Fµ× µ ◦ (lfpϕ)∗ ◦ T 〈f, id〉 ◦ d naturality of d, π1

= Fµ ◦ ρ ◦Σ〈f, id〉 ∨
∨
d∈∆ π1 ◦ 〈f, id〉 ◦ µ ◦ d (10)

= Fµ ◦ ρ ◦Σ〈f, id〉 ∨
∨
d∈∆ f ◦ µ ◦ d

= ψ(f) ◦ ι definition of ψ

so ψ(f) = f as desired. ut

F Proof of Lemma 4.8

To prove Lemma 4.8 we first need the following property.

Lemma F.1. Suppose Y is partially ordered, and α : ΣY → Y is monotone.
For any function f : TX → Y : if α ◦ Σf ≤ f ◦ ι then Iα ◦ Tf ≤ f ◦ µ, where
Iα : TY → Y is the inductive extension of α to terms.

Proof. Let f be as above; the proof is by induction on TTX. For the base case,
for any t ∈ TX we simply have Iα ◦Tf(t) = f(t) = f ◦µ(t). Now suppose σ ∈ Σ
is of arity n and for some k1, . . . , kn ∈ TTX we have Iα ◦ Tf(ki) ≤ f ◦ µ(ki) for
all i with 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Then

Iα ◦ Tf(σ(k1, . . . , kn)) = Iα(σ(Tf(k1), . . . , T f(kn))))

= α(σ(Iα ◦ Tf(k1), . . . , Iα ◦ Tf(kn)))

≤ α(σ(f ◦ µ(k1), . . . , f ◦ µ(kn)))

= α ◦Σf(σ(µ(k1), . . . , µ(kn)))

≤ f ◦ ι(σ(µ(k1), . . . , µ(kn))))

= f ◦ µ(σ(k1, . . . , kn))

where the first inequality uses the induction hypothesis and the assumption that
α is monotone, and the second inequality uses the assumption from the statement
of the lemma. ut

Instantiating the above lemma to the definition of τ∗ we then obtain:

Corollary F.2. Let τ be a specification and f ∈M. Then Fµ◦τ ◦Σ〈f, id〉 ≤ f ◦ι
implies Fµ ◦ π1 ◦ τ∗ ◦ T 〈f, id〉 ≤ f ◦ µ.

We proceed with the proof of Lemma 4.8.
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Proof.

Fµ ◦ ϕ(τ) ◦Σ〈f, id〉 = Fµ ◦ (ρ ∨
∨
d∈∆

π1 ◦ τ∗ ◦ d) ◦Σ〈f, id〉

= Fµ ◦ (ρ ◦Σ〈f, id〉 ∨
∨
d∈∆

π1 ◦ τ∗ ◦ d ◦Σ〈f, id〉)

= Fµ ◦ ρ ◦Σ〈f, id〉 ∨
∨
d∈∆

(Fµ ◦ π1 ◦ τ∗ ◦ d ◦Σ〈f, id〉)

= Fµ ◦ ρ ◦Σ〈f, id〉 ∨
∨
d∈∆

(Fµ ◦ π1 ◦ τ∗ ◦ T 〈f, id〉 ◦ d)

≤ Fµ ◦ ρ ◦Σ〈f, id〉 ∨
∨
d∈∆

(f ◦ µ ◦ d)

= ψ(f) ◦ ι = f ◦ ι

where the inequality follows by assumption and Corollary F.2. ut

G Proof of Lemma 4.9

Proof. Since Fµ preserves joins we have

Fµ ◦ (
∨
i∈I

ϕi) ◦Σ〈f, id〉 =
∨
i∈I

Fµ ◦ ϕi ◦Σ〈f, id〉

and the result now follows by the assumption that Fµ ◦ ϕi ◦Σ〈f, id〉 ≤ f ◦ ι for
each i. ut

H Proof of Corollary 4.10

Proof. By transfinite induction. For the base case we have Fµ ◦ ⊥ ◦ Σ〈f, id〉 =
⊥ ≤ f ◦ ι. The successor step is given by Lemma 4.8 and the limit step by
Lemma 4.9. ut

I Proof of Lemma 5.9

Proof. Let d0 ∈ ∆E be the natural transformation which encodes the equation
(see Definition 5.8(2)). We prove by transfinite induction that for any function
g ∈M which approximates lfpψ and for any t1, . . . , tn ∈ T∅ we have

g(σ(t1, . . . , tn)) ≤ (lfpψ)(d0(σ(t1, . . . , tn))) .

The base case is when g = ⊥, which is trivial. Now suppose the above inequation
holds for some g which approximates lfpψ (so also g ≤ lfpψ). Then

ψ(g)(σ(t1, . . . , tn)) = (Fµ ◦ ρ ◦Σ〈g, id〉 ∨
∨

d∈∆E

g ◦ µ ◦ d)(σ(t1, . . . , tn)) .
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But since the equations are in cfsc format, we have

Fµ ◦ ρ ◦Σ〈g, id〉(σ(t1, . . . , tn)) = ⊥ . (11)

Moreover again by the cfsc format σ(t1, . . . , tn) does not occur in another equa-
tion in E (than the defining one), and thus for all other d ∈ ∆E , that is, for
which d 6= d0, we have d(σ(t1, . . . , tn)) = σ(t1, . . . , tn). Thus, if ∆E = {d0} then∨

d∈∆E

g ◦ µ ◦ d(σ(t1, . . . , tn)) = g(d0(σ(t1, . . . , tn)))

and otherwise∨
d∈∆E

g ◦ µ ◦ d(σ(t1, . . . , tn)) = g(d0(σ(t1, . . . , tn))) ∨ g(σ(t1, . . . , tn))) .

But

g(d0(σ(t1, . . . , tn))) ≤ (lfpψ)(d0(σ(t1, . . . , tn))) and

g(σ(t1, . . . , tn)) ≤ (lfpψ)(d0(σ(t1, . . . , tn)))

by assumption. Thus, by the above and (11), we may conclude

ψ(g)(σ(t1, . . . , tn)) ≤ (lfpψ)(d0(σ(t1, . . . , tn)))

as desired. This concludes the successor step; the limit step is again trivial (i.e.,
if we assume it holds for an arbitrary family of functions below lfpψ than it
certainly also holds for the join of these functions). ut

J Proof of Lemma 5.10

Proof. Let f = lfpψ. Let RE ⊆ T∅×T∅ be the least equivalence relation induced
by the equations E, i.e., the least relation satisfying all rules of Definition 5.1
except congruence. The main step is to show that Fq ◦ f(t) = Fq ◦ f(u) for
(t, u) ∈ RE .

For a σx-equation σ(t1, . . . , tn) ≡E σ′(u1, . . . , un), by definition of ∆E there
is a assignment rule d such that d(σ(t1, . . . , tn)) = σ′(u1, . . . , un), and by defini-
tion of f we have f ◦ µ ◦ d ≤ f ; so f(σ′(u1, . . . , un)) ≤ f(σ(t1, . . . , tn). For the
symmetric case there is another assignment rule d′, and thus the converse holds
as well: f(σ(t1, . . . , tn) ≤ f(σ′(u1, . . . , un)).

For a defining equation σ(t1, . . . , tn) ≡E t we have a natural transforma-
tion in d such that d(σ(t1, . . . , tn)) = t. Thus f(t) = f ◦ µ ◦ d(σ(t1, . . . , tn)) ≤
f(σ(t1, . . . , tn)). The symmetric case follows by Lemma 5.9. So f(t) = f(σ(t1, . . . , tn)).

This proves the lemma for the equivalence relation RE . It is not difficult to
prove by induction that it holds for the congruence ≡E . ut
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K Proof of Lemma 5.11

Proof. We first prove that ψ(lfp θ) ≤ lfp θ. The interesting part is to show that
lfp θ◦µ◦d ≤ lfp θ◦ι for any d ∈ ∆E , given that

∨
r∈R lfp θ◦r◦q◦ι ≤ lfp θ◦ι (which

holds since lfp θ is a fixpoint of θ). But this is simple, given that each d acts on
an argument either as the identity or by an equation in E. Thus ψ(lfp θ) ≤ lfp θ;
by (fixpoint) induction we then have lfpψ ≤ lfp θ, and thus Fq◦ lfpψ ≤ Fq◦ lfp θ.

We proceed to show Fq ◦ lfp θ ≤ Fq ◦ lfpψ by transfinite induction; the main
step is to prove that Fq◦h ≤ Fq◦ lfpψ implies Fq◦θ(h) ≤ Fq◦ lfpψ. So suppose
Fq ◦ h ≤ Fq ◦ lfpψ. Then

Fq ◦ θ(h) = Fq ◦ (Fµ ◦ ρ ◦Σ〈h, id〉 ∨
∨
r∈R

h ◦ r ◦ q ◦ ι)

= Fq ◦ Fµ ◦ ρ ◦Σ〈h, id〉 ∨
∨
r∈R

Fq ◦ h ◦ r ◦ q ◦ ι

Now Fq ◦ Fµ ◦ ρ ◦ Σ〈h, id〉 ≤ Fq ◦ lfpψ by assumption and the fact that lfpψ
is a fixpoint of ψ. Moreover

∨
r∈R Fq ◦ h ◦ r ◦ q ◦ ι ≤ Fq ◦ lfpψ by Lemma 5.10.

Thus Fq ◦ θ(h) ≤ Fq ◦ lfpψ as desired. ut
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